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Charleston Receipts
The third Charleston Junior League cookbook reveals more secrets
of the city's legendary hospitality.

Charleston Receipts Collected by the Junior League of
Charleston
Some things about life in Charleston do not change -- take gracious
entertaining, lively arts, and noble history. This collection of recipes
celebrates the abundance of fresh seafood and game, garden-grown
vegetables and succulent fruits, while keeping efficiency in mind.
Inducted into the Walter S. McIlhenny Community Cookbook Hall
of Fame.

Lowcountry Time and Tide
Charleston is a city of stories. As in any city of historical
significance, some of its best stories now lie buried with its dead.
Ted Ashton Phillips, Jr., was custodian of many of the stories of
those Charlestonians interred in Magnolia Cemetery, the
picturesque burial ground located along the Cooper River north of
downtown. Phillips's fascination with Magnolia began at the age of
sixteen, when he worked there as a groundskeeper and assistant
gravedigger. He followed his passion into the research represented
in this collective biography of more than two hundred of the most
famous, infamous, and influential individuals who lie buried among
the thirty thousand permanent residents of Magnolia Cemetery.
Taking its title from the poem that William Gilmore Simms
delivered at the 1850 consecration of the cemetery, City of the
Silent is a unique guide to some of the complex personalities who
have contributed to the Holy City's rich culture. The book includes
entries on writers, artists, statesmen, educators, religious leaders,
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scientists, war heroes, financiers, captains of industry, slave traders,
socialites, criminals, victims, and others. Some of these men and
women are as distinguished as author Josephine Pinckney, civil
rights champion J. Waties Waring, and artist Alice Ravenel Huger
Smith. Others are as notorious as bootlegger Frank "Rumpty
Rattles" Hogan, adulterous killer Dr. Thomas McDow, and brothelkeeper Belle Percival. In addition to the biographical sketches, City
of the Silent includes a foreword by Josephine Humphreys,
Charleston writer and longtime friend of the author, and an
afterword by Phillips's daughter Alice McPherson Phillips. The
volume also features more than forty illustrations, an introductory
essay by historian Thomas J. Brown examining how the cemetery
became a leading site of historical memory in the aftermath of the
Civil War, and sets of maps and thematic tours that invite visitors to
locate the featured graves within Magnolia's evocative grounds.

The Journal of Gastronomy
One of the South’s most iconic cities, Charleston has perennial
appeal for travelers. Eye-candy abounds throughout the city’s
walkable center, from pastel row houses to white-columned
antebellum mansions and leafy streets. This setting, together with
superb Southern cuisine and green spaces for outdoor activities,
makes Charleston a prime domestic American travel destination.
Fodor’s InFocus Charleston ebook edition also covers a side trip to
popular Hilton Head. New Coverage: New hotels, shops, and
nightlife options have been added throughout the guide. The
city’s cutting-edge restaurant scene gets special attention.
Indispensable Trip Planning Tools: A planner gives useful, practical
overviews of trip-planning information, and Top Attractions
features the must-see attractions and experiences. Best Bets
highlight the best-of-the-best hotels and restaurants based on
travelers’ interests. Top Outdoor Experiences covers the best
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beaches, biking, boating, and golfing in the region. And Quick Bites
call out places to stop, catch a quick lunch, and rest your feet about
town. Discerning Recommendations: Fodor’s InFocus Charleston
ebook edition offers savvy advice and recommendations from expert
and local writers to help travelers make the most of their time.
Fodor’s Choice designates our best picks, from hotels to nightlife.
“Word of Mouth” quotes from fellow travelers provide valuable
insights.

Charleston
A Catalogue of the South
This rare collection of recipes is America's oldest existing Junior
League cookbook. It reflects Charleston's 300-year history of
Southern cooking at its best.

Annual Report of the Corporation of the Chamber of
Commerce, of the State of New York, for the Year
Monthly Summary of Commerce and Finance of the
United States
The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints
The Commercial & Financial Chronicle, Bankers'
Gazette, Commercial Times, Railway Monitor, and
Insurance Journal
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Contain reports on the condition of the crops, on special subjects of
interest to farmers, and meteorological observations.

Magnolias
A visit to Magnolias Restaurant is featured in "1000 Things To Do
Before Youie". This work continues the great success of Gibbs
Smith regional Cookeryitles eg "El Farol". Donald Barickman
brings his contemporary take onouthern flavors to the table at
Magnolia's Restaurant in Charleston, Southarolina. Following up
his successful first book, "Magnolia's Southernuisine", Barickman
offers this new, expanded edition and long-awaited sequel,ringing
forth over fifty new mouth-watering recipes while retaining many
ofhe most popular originals. Chef Barickman's resource guide
andasy-to-follow recipes make this cookbook a must-have for
anyone with annterest in cooking in the "lowcountry" style.

Town & Country
Cotton Movement and Fluctuations
American Farmers' Magazine
Provides a state-by-state collection of traditional Southern recipes
for soups, salads, poultry, seafood, meat, stews, sauces, breads, and
desserts

Debow's Review
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Port Series
Party Receipts from the Charleston Junior League
Favorite Recipes of the South
Charleston Receipts
Commercial and Financial Chronicle
West Virginia Blue Book
Fodor's In Focus Charleston
The Western Journal, of Agriculture, Manufactures,
Mechanic Arts, Internal Improvement, Commerce, and
General Literature
The Commercial & Financial Chronicle and Hunt's
Merchants' Magazine
Agriculture and the mechanic arts are the basis of civilization.
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Charleston Classic Desserts
Report
In mapping the slow decline of the rice kingdom across the halfcentury following the Civil War, James H. Tuten offers a
provocative new vision of the forces--agricultural, environmental,
economic, cultural, and climatic--stacked against planters, laborers,
and millers struggling to perpetuate their once-lucrative industry
through the challenging postbellum years and into the hardscrabble
twentieth century. Concentrating his study on the vast rice
plantations of the Heyward, Middleton, and Elliott families of South
Carolina, Tuten narrates the ways in which rice producers--both the
former grandees of the antebellum period and their newly freed
slaves--sought to revive rice production. Both groups had much
invested in the economic recovery of rice culture during
Reconstruction and the beginning decades of the twentieth century.
Despite all disadvantages, rice planting retained a perceived cultural
mystique that led many to struggle with its farming long after the
profits withered away. Planters tried a host of innovations, including
labor contracts with former slaves, experiments in mechanization,
consolidation of rice fields, and marketing cooperatives in their
efforts to rekindle profits, but these attempts were thwarted by the
insurmountable challenges of the postwar economy and a series of
hurricanes that destroyed crops and the infrastructure necessary to
sustain planting. Taken together, these obstacles ultimately sounded
the death knell for the rice kingdom. The study opens with an
overview of the history of rice culture in South Carolina through the
Reconstruction era and then focuses on the industry's
manifestations and decline from 1877 to 1930. Tuten offers a close
study of changes in agricultural techniques and tools during the
period and demonstrates how adaptive and progressive rice planters
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became despite their conservative reputations. He also explores the
cultural history of rice both as a foodway and a symbol of wealth in
the lowcountry, used on currency and bedposts. Tuten concludes
with a thorough treatment of the lasting legacy of rice culture,
especially in terms of the environment, the continuation of rice
foodways and iconography, and the role of rice and rice plantations
in the modern tourism industry.

The Carolina Rice Kitchen
"Karen Hess has shaped this long-forgotten social history into a
readable, informative, and highly beneficial narrative. Books like
this made the ordinary lives of our forefathers seem much more
authentic and closer to us than the Old South mythologies ever
did".--South Carolina Historical Magazine. Copyright
Libri
GmbH. All rights reserved.

Annual Report of the Corporation of the Chamber of
Commerce of the State of New York
Savannah, Charleston & the Carolina Coast
The Plough, the Loom, and the Anvil
Annual Report of the Chamber of Commerce of the State
of New York, for the Year
The Ports of Charleston, S.C. and Wilmington, N.C.
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Monthly Reports of the Department of Agriculture
Charleston Receipts Repeats
Find the best in restaurants, entertainment, recreation, lodging, and
attractions using this comprehensive guide to Charleston. Become
immersed in this charming 18th-century city on the coast of South
Carolina, plus its surrounding beaches, islands, and
suburbs--including Mt. Pleasant, Summerville, and Kiawah Island.

Quick and Easy Recipes, Appetizers
Charleston Receipts Collected by the Junior League of
Charleston
City of the Silent
Sunset
Insiders' Guide to Charleston
Includes shopping, accommodations, antiques, restaurants, daytrips,
kidstuff, golf, and more.
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